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Abstract
Humans and other animals rely on social learning strategies to guide their behavior, especially when the task is difficult and individual learning might be costly or ineffective. Recent models of individual and group decision-making suggest that subjective confidence judgments are a prime candidate in guiding the way people seek and integrate information from social sources. The present study investigates the way people choose and use advice as a function of the confidence in their decisions, using a perceptual decision task to carefully control the quality of participants’ decisions and the advice provided. The results show that reported confidence guides the search for new information in accordance with probabilistic normative models. Moreover, large inter-individual differences were found, which strongly correlated with more traditional measures of metacognition. However, the extent to which participants used the advice they received deviated from what would be expected under a Bayesian update of confidence, and instead was characterised by heuristic-like strategies of categorically ignoring vs. accepting advice provided, again with substantial individual differences apparent in the relative dominance of these strategies.
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Introduction
We often look for other people’s opinions to improve our own judgments. Seeking advice can be costly in terms of time, energy, or opportunities forgone, yet people and organisations can be willing to pay large amounts of money to hire professional advisors – such as consultants and third-party organisations – to obtain a professional and impartial view. The pervasive reliance on learning from others’ advice, despite these costs, speaks to the utility of social learning: Although solitary learning performs well in simple tasks, it becomes increasingly costly and unreliable in more difficult ones. Here, social learning achieves better performance and increased use of social information has been observed in both human and non-human animals [Toyokawa et al., 2019, Kendal et al., 2004, Morgan et al., 2012, Barkocz and Galesic, 2010, Wisdom et al., 2013, Rendell et al., 2010]. Intuitively, looking for a second opinion can be important when outcomes of our decisions are consequential but we struggle to make a good decision alone due to lack of time, information, expertise or confidence.

Internal uncertainty monitoring is crucial to adaptive advice seeking. For example, seeking costly advice might be less beneficial when we are already certain of our decisions than when we are unsure. Notice that in this example, accurately knowing when to be uncertain and when to be sure (being calibrated [Fleming et al., 2014]) will influence how efficiently we look for advice. Understanding how internal metacognitive processes of uncertainty monitoring are related to social learning and advice seeking should therefore shed light on the mechanisms at the interface between subjective confidence judgments and overt behaviour [Kendal et al., 2018]. Moreover, understanding this link might provide useful when investigating metacognition in situations where obtaining a verbal confidence report might not be possible, as in non-human animals and babies.

In social and organisational psychology, a large literature has investigated the conditions under which people seek and use advice [Sniezek and Buckley, 1995, Yaniv and Kleinberger, 2000, Soll and Larrick, 2009, Harvey and Fischer, 1997]. This line of work commonly uses a "judge-advisor system" in which participants make judgments (e.g., estimating quantities, providing forecasts, or answering general knowledge questions) that are informed by advice from various sources. This approach has provided a rich corpus
of findings on advice-taking behaviour and strategies. In general, people seem to give advice less weight than their own judgments (‘egocentric discounting’, Yaniv and Kleinberger 2000; Yaniv and Milyavsky 2007), dependent on the difficulty of the task [Gino and Moore 2007], their own initial confidence [See et al. 2011] and the confidence and expertise of the advisor [Sniezek and Van Swol 2001]. Advice also seems to carry more weight when paid for than when provided for free [Gino 2008]. There are differing theoretical perspectives on how people could and should integrate advice into their judgements and decisions, contrasting normative probabilistic perspectives (e.g., Robalo and Sayag 2018) with more heuristic approaches [Soll and Larrick 2009].

Extending this work, recent developments in the cognitive sciences, fostered by growing interest in the role of metacognition in decision making [Yeung and Summerfield 2012], have made a connection between metacognitive and decision processes in social contexts [Fleming and Lau 2014; Pleskac and Bussemeier 2010; Sorkin et al. 2001; Bahrani et al. 2010]. Formal models grounded in probability theory and cognitive science allow us to mathematically describe opinion integration among individuals using subjective estimations of confidence [Bahrani et al. 2010]. Meanwhile, the use of well-characterised psychophysical decision tasks has allowed precise control over the information available to decision makers, both directly from sensory evidence and from their advisors, to reveal subtle features of how people use advice from and learn about social sources of information [Bang et al. 2017; Mahmoodi et al. 2013; Pescetelli and Yeung 2020, 2021].

This work has focused on categorical decision tasks that require commitment to a course of action (e.g., indicating whether or not a target stimulus was presented, or which of two stimuli was larger on some perceptual dimension), rather than tasks requiring estimating or forecasting values on a continuous scale (e.g., guessing the date of historical events, the total value of coins in a pictured jar, or the distance between US cities).

The current study extended this use of carefully-controlled psychophysical decision tasks in a judge-advisor paradigm, to precisely characterise the impact of confidence on two key aspects of social decision making: whether a decision maker chooses to seek advice in the first place, and then how they subsequently integrate any advice received to update their decisions. Participants performed perceptual judgments in which they made binary choices (about which of two boxes contained more dots) and rated their confidence after each choice. In some blocks, participants could ask for advice from a virtual advisor after each decision, and were able to revise their decision (and associated confidence) in light of the advice received, which could either agree or disagree with their initial choice. Our basic expectation was that participants would ask for advice less often when they were more confident in their initial decisions [Swol and Sniezek 2003; Sniezek and Van Swol 2004; Tost et al. 2012; Gibbons et al. 2003]. Based on prior research, we expected subjective confidence rather than objective task difficulty would be the primary determinant of advice-seeking choices [Desender et al. 2018, 2019]. However, going beyond simply showing that people look for advice more when uncertain, we were specifically interested in how reliably they do so. Thus, we assessed the novel questions of whether participants’ metacognitive ability predicted how efficiently they would ask for advice, and how consistent is the relationship between confidence and advice seeking.

In other blocks, participants were given advice freely regardless of their own decision and associated confidence, and again were invited to revise their initial decisions in light of this advice. Our basic expectations were that advice would have less influence when participants were more confident in their initial decisions, as has previously been shown in a variety of tasks including judge advisor systems, jury decision tasks and estimation tasks [Swol and Sniezek 2003; Sniezek and Van Swol 2001; Tost et al. 2012; See et al. 2011; Park et al. 2017; Fleming et al. 2018], and that advice would have more impact when asked and paid for than when provided freely [Gino 2008]. Going beyond replicating these prior results, we were specifically interested in how participants would integrate advice when revising their beliefs and decisions: We investigated whether participants updated their beliefs, as reflected in their decisions and associated confidence ratings, in accordance with a normative Bayesian perspective that treats subjective confidence as a probabilistic estimate of decision accuracy (i.e., confidence as a readout of p(correct); [Aitchison et al. 2015; Meyniel et al. 2015; Park et al. 2017; Pouget et al. 2016], although see [Maniscalco et al. 2021]), and assessed how consistently this behavior was observed across participants.
Figure 1: Experimental design. Participants made binary perceptual judgments and responded on a 100-point response scale, indicating the most likely option and their confidence. On some trials they received binary advice (agree vs. disagree) after which they could revisit their initial response. Feedback was provided at the end of each trial with a text message and auditory tone. Two difficulty conditions were alternated within-participant and across blocks, by manipulating the difference between dots in the two stimuli. Advice cost was orthogonally manipulated by providing participants with advice on 80% of free trials at no cost, or for 1 coin on Costly trials. When advice was not presented on Free trials (20%) or waived on Costly trials participants waited and skipped the revision stage.

**Methods**

**Participants.** Participants ($N = 24$, 9 females, mean age $= 21.20$, SD $= 2.24$) were recruited from the local Oxford community. All participants provided written informed consent. The study was approved by the University of Oxford’s Research Ethics Committee.

**Procedure.** The task comprised 480 experimental trials, divided into eight blocks, with alternating conditions across blocks as described below. Each trial started with a dot-count perceptual judgment task [Boldt and Yeung 2015, Pescetelli and Yeung 2021]. Participants had to determine which of two boxes, presented briefly on the left and right of a central fixation cross, contained more dots (Figure 1). On each trial, one box contained $D = 200 + d$ dots, while the other contained $D = 200 - d$ dots, arrayed randomly across a 20x20 grid within each box. Task difficulty was manipulated by varying the $d$ parameter according to two parallel interleaved staircase procedures for easy vs. difficult trials, which continued for the duration of the task. Specifically, easy and difficult trials were defined by a 3-down-1-up and a 2-down-1-up staircase procedures, respectively (step-down $= 4$, step-up $= 3$). Convergence accuracy was around 75% for easy trials and around 65% for difficult trials. Due to the fixed area of the stimuli, numerosity and density of dots perfectly correlate. We thus remain agnostic about which perceptual mechanisms lead to correct discrimination. Trial order was pseudo-randomised at the beginning of the experiment.

Participants entered their response and their con-
We manipulated advice availability across blocks. In Free Advice blocks, participants received advice on a pre-determined 80% of trials. Advice was given in the form of a binary judgment ("I think it was on the [LEFT, RIGHT]"), presented in a pre-recorded native English female voice over noise-cancelling headphones. Accompanying the spoken advice was the picture of a smiling female character (NimStim database, [Tottenham et al., 2009]). Advice accuracy was fixed at 100% above the participant’s expected accuracy, namely ~ 85% on easy trials and ~ 75% on difficult trials, to ensure that the advice was useful overall. Advice content on each trial (Left vs. Right) was pre-determined and hence was not dependent on participants’ initial choice or accuracy, and thus agreed or disagreed according to the independent probabilities of participants and advisors being correct or incorrect across trials. On the remaining 20% of trials in Free Advice blocks, the advice phase was skipped and participants’ initial decision was taken as final. These trials were included to encourage participants to register meaningful answers in their initial (pre-advice) decisions. In Costly Advice blocks (CA condition), after their initial decision, participants could choose between committing immediately to this decision or instead to pay a small cost (1 point) to receive advice (with properties as above) and have the opportunity to revise their judgment accordingly. The cost of advice was chosen so that the expected payoff was the same on average for skipping advice versus choosing and then following it (which would lead to a 10% improvement in accuracy, but at a 10% cost in terms of the difference between correct and incorrect answers). Trial time in Costly Advice trials was equalised to avoid participants skipping advice to shorten the duration of the study.

Prior to the main experimental blocks, participants completed three short practice blocks of 10 trials each, which successively introduced the perceptual decision task, advice, and then the option to receive vs. skip advice. After that, the 8 experimental blocks alternated between Free and Costly advice blocks. Each experimental session took approximately 1 hour. Based on total points accumulated in the task, the participant with the highest score was rewarded with a £10 shopping voucher.

Analysis. Unless otherwise specified, we report two-tail within-participant T-test statistics to show differences in averages across conditions. We use Pearson product-moment correlations in individual difference correlations between our key measures of interest. We use mixed-effect regression models (lme4 package in R) to estimate the effect of our independent variables on final confidence, advice requests and influence (Tables S1-3). We defined random effects to take into account non-independence within participants. All p-values for regression models are estimated using the lmerTest package in R. Regression models were compared with a log-likelihood ratio test using the compare function in Matlab.

Results

Task performance and advice. Accuracy of initial decisions averaged 76% on easy trials and 66% on difficult trials, a reliable difference, \( t(23) = 16.93, p < .001 \), indicating that the staircase procedure worked broadly as designed. Participants were correspondingly more confident in their initial decisions on easy trials than on difficult trials, although the difference was small (M=18 vs. M=16, respectively, on the 50-point confidence scale; \( t(23) = 6.45, p < .001 \)). Further indicating that confidence tracked performance, participants were more confident in initial decisions when they were correct than when they were incorrect (M=18 vs. M=14, respectively; \( t(23) = 8.25, p < .001 \)). When given the choice to receive or skip advice in Costly Advice blocks, participants opted to receive advice on 25% of tri-
Advice overall led to improved performance, with participants being more accurate in their final decisions, after advice, than in their initial decisions before it (M=76% vs. M=71%, respectively; t(23) = 6.18, p < .001), and with participants who chose to receive advice more often being more accurate in their final decisions (Pearson’s r(22) = .76, p < .001). Altogether, participants’ basic task performance was as expected: Accuracy varied as a function of task difficulty, confidence varied as a function of accuracy, and participants made use of advice to improve the quality of their decisions. Of interest, therefore, are the details of how they sought and used advice across conditions and in relation to their expressed decision confidence.

Confidence and advice seeking. Advice should be more useful when participants experience low confidence because greater judgment improvements should be expected when private information is uncertain. Plotting the pooled number of advice requests vs. waivers as a function of participants’ initial confidence (Figure 2) revealed a pattern consistent with this reasoning: The probability of asking for advice p(Ask) decayed from about 80% for the lowest confidence levels to 0% for the highest levels. To quantify this effect, and distinguish it from a direct effect of task difficulty on advice seeking, a logistic regression was run for each participant to predict the trial-wise choice to seek vs. waive advice in Costly Advice blocks using predictors of objective difficulty and subjectively-rated confidence. Second-order statistics performed on the resulting beta coefficients revealed that confidence (mean β = 0.17 ± 0.11, t(23) = 7.31, p < .001, d = 1.49) but not difficulty (mean β = 4.10 ± 20.50, t(23) = 0.98, p > .3, d = 0.2) significantly predicted advice requests. The same pattern was evident in a second logistic regression analysis in which task difficulty was coded as a continuous variable according to the particular dot difference present on each trial, which was staircased throughout the experiment for both difficulty conditions (confidence: t(23) = 7.52, p < .001, d = 1.53; dot-difference: t < 1). Thus, participants’ seeking of advice from social sources appeared to be guided by internal monitoring of decision confidence rather than objective task difficulty. Correspondingly, participants were more likely to ask for advice when they were initially incorrect (associated with lower confidence) than when initially correct (associated with higher confidence), t(23) = 6.05, p < .001.

Confidence was nevertheless an imperfect predictor of advice seeking, both between and within individuals. Figure 3 plots participants’ likelihood of asking for advice as a function of their initial confidence (binned into quartiles per participant). Most participants sought less advice when confident in their initial decisions, but across individuals there was considerable variability both in the overall likelihood of seeking advice (M=25%, range = 1 - 79%, which did not correlate with participants’ average confidence, Pearson’s r(22) = .15, n.s.) and in the consistency with which confidence predicted advice requests.

In principle, changing the cost of advice would have resulted in more conservative strategic requests, or using a signal detection theory terminology [Macmillan and Creelman, 2005] in a change of the criterion used. To analyse the consistency of advice requests independently from the criterion used, we adopted an AROC approach, as is commonly used in metacognition research to quantify the consistency of the relationship between confidence and objective accuracy [Fleming and Lau, 2014]. Here, the probabilities of seeking vs. declining advice, conditional on initial confidence, are plotted against each other, and the area under the resulting Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (A_{\alpha, ask}) is taken as a measure of consistency in advice requests, with A_{\alpha}=0.5 indicating no systematic relationship between confidence and advice seeking and A_{\alpha}=1 indicating perfect consistency in how confidence related to choices to seek vs. waive advice. Thus calculated, A_{\alpha, ask} values ranged...
Figure 3: Probability of advice request in costly advice blocks for each individual participant. The solid black line indicates averages across individuals. Error bars represent s.e.m. The three inset panels show the detailed pattern of advice seeking behavior as a function of confidence for sample participants, two showing a consistent relationship between confidence and advice seeking (A and B inset panels) and one showing an inconsistent relationship (C inset panel). Negative values on the y-axis indicate number of times the advice was declined.
from 0.41 to 0.97 across participants (M=0.77, Figure S4). Some participants were very consistent in
their advice-seeking choices, seeking advice at lower
levels of confidence and declining advice at higher
levels of confidence, even if the confidence criterion
determining this choice was idiosyncratic (compare
A and B inset panels in Figure 3). Other partic-
pants showed a much less consistent relationship be-
tween initial confidence and advice choice (C inset
panel in Figure 3). Expected value differences be-
tween asking and waiving advice in different condi-
tions seemed to predict the probability of asking for
advice as well as explain some of the inter-individual
variation observed in A_{ask} (Supplementary Methods).
However, as we did not manipulate cost in
Costly blocks, we limited our modelling analysis to
a normative account of advice use and participants’
deviations from it.

We compared the consistency of participants’ ad-
dvice seeking choices (A_{ask}) with the calibration of
their confidence judgements; that is, the correlation
of these judgements with objective accuracy [Roedel-
er et al., 2012; Henmon 1911; Fleming and Lava
2014; Koriat 2012]. Measures of calibration – or the
ability to accurately represent the probability of be-
ing correct with a confidence report – are often used
as an indicator of the sensitivity of internal metacog-
nitive processes, which monitor the perceptual uncer-
tainty of an agent. We calculated each participant’s
metacognitive calibration using a corresponding ROC
measure, A_{conf}, based on plots of the probabilities of
correct and incorrect responses conditional on rated
confidence (Figure S5). We found a consistent corre-
lation between participants’ A_{conf} and A_{ask} scores,
even when calculated for separate trial blocks (from
Free Advice and Costly Advice blocks, respectively).
Pearson’s r(22) = .67, p < .001, providing further
evidence for the relationship between subjective con-
fidence and advice seeking consistency.

However, we also observed meaningful differences be-
tween confidence and advice-seeking. A_{conf} was re-
liably higher on easy than difficult trials, t(23) =
4.28, p < .001, as is typically observed, whereas
A_{ask} tended to be slightly higher in difficult tri-
als, t(22) = 2.30, p < .05 (this t-test excluded
one participant who asked for advice very rarely,
and not at all in one condition). Thus, the consis-
tency of advice seeking did not depend on task
difficulty, even though the reliability of confidence
judgments as a predictor of objective accuracy did
show this dependence. Dissociations of this kind
are perhaps relevant to studies in non-verbal par-
ticipants such as animals and infants, where confi-

cidence is typically inferred from behavioral proxies
including information seeking [Call and Carpenter
2001; Goupil et al., 2016], opting-out of a choice
Kiani and Shadlen 2009, willingness to pay [Kepecs
and Mainen 2012] or willingness to wait for reward
[Kepecs et al., 2008]. In our dataset, advice seeking
was only a modestly valid proxy for confidence: We
calculated, separately for each participant, the prob-
ability that declining advice was associated with high
confidence (i.e., above median) and that seeking ad-
vice was associated with low confidence (i.e., below
median). Both values were consistently above chance,
but showed considerable variability across individu-
als (p(HighConfidence|DeclineAdvice): M=0.59,
t(23) = 3.41, p < .01, range 0.46 - 1.0; p(LowConfidence|SeekAdvice): M=0.78, t(23) =
7.45, p < .001, range 0.2-1.0). This variability re-
flects two features of the data shown in Figure 3:
large individual differences in the overall likelihood
of asking for advice, and (variable) inconsistency
in the relationship between confidence and advice-
seeking.

Confidence and advice use. Participants rated
their confidence both before and after receiving ad-
dvice, enabling us to assess the impact of advice in
terms of how participants changed their mind or their
confidence from initial to final decision. To illustrate
key trends in the data, Figure 2 plots final decision
confidence as a function of initial confidence, pooled
across all advice trials from all participants (data
separated per participant are shown in Figure S2).
We divided trials according to trial-varying consens-
us (advice agreed vs. disagreed with the partici-
 pant’s initial decision) and advice condition (Free vs.
Costly). Negative values on the y-axis indicate that
the participant changed their mind about which box
contained more dots after receiving advice.

On average, participants changed their mind less than
half the time they received advice disagreeing with
their initial decision (M=32% in Free Advice blocks,
where advice was delivered irrespective of partici-
ants’ initial confidence, <50%: t(23) = 4.33, p <
.001). Thus, participants tended to weight their own
initial decision more heavily than the advice they re-
ceived, consistent with previous evidence of ‘egoce-
tric discounting’ [Yaniv and Kleinberger 2000; Yaniv
and Milavsky 2007] and ‘naïve realism’ [Liberman
et al., 2012; Ross and Ward, 1995]. Indeed, many
data points in Figure 4 fall exactly along the line
y = x that represents no-change from pre- to post-
advice phase; i.e., ignoring the advice received. How-
ever, use of advice varied considerably across partici-
ipants, with changes of mind following disagreeing
advice varying from 0% to 72% across participants.

Higher rates of changes in mind were seen in partic-

pants who asked for advice more often in Costly
Advice blocks (Pearson’s $r(22) = .66, p < .001$),
indicating stable individual differences in how ad-
vice was valued despite careful control of its objec-
tive utility. Participants were more likely to change
their mind when their initial decision was incorrect
than when they were correct (M=35% vs. 25%,
$t(23) = 3.96, p < .001$), likely because they were
more confident in decisions that were objectively cor-
rect. Indeed, changes of mind decreased monoton-
ically as a function of confidence when trials were
binned into quartiles according to participants’ ini-
tial confidence ratings, from 54% to 34% to 20% to
11% across confidence quartiles (all successive pair-
wise contrasts $t(23) > 3.4, p < .01$).

Graded changes in confidence were also observed:
On average, confidence increased in agreement trials
(data points above the red line) and decreased in dis-
agreement trials (data points below the red line) as
would be expected. The impact of advice was broadly
similar whether it was free or costly; the main dif-
fERENCE in the plots is the sparser sampling of trials
with high initial confidence in the Costly Advice con-
dition, reflecting participants’ tendency to decline ad-
vice in these trials. We modeled how advice is used–
to evaluate whether people approximate Bayesian be-
lief updating—independently from the costs and ben-
fits associated with choosing vs. waiving advice (be-
cause we did not vary the cost of advice across Costly
Advice blocks, and the benefits were equivalent across
Free and Costly Advice blocks because the advice
source was always the same) (Supplementary Meth-
ods 1.1). We found that the detailed patterns of belief
update following advice are not those predicted by a
straightforward Bayesian account in which confidence
is treated as a probabilistic estimate of the probabil-
ity of being correct that is updated as new evidence
arrives [Aitchison et al., 2015; Meyniel et al., 2015,
Pouget et al., 2016]. On this account, the impact
of advice should be maximal when initial confidence
is low (see Supplementary Methods 1.1 and Figure
S6). However, if anything, we see a larger average
impact of advice as initial confidence increases, as
shown in Figure 5 which plots the mean confidence
change (from first to second decisions) that was ob-
served in agreement and disagreement trials as a func-
tion of initial confidence quantile, trial difficulty and
condition (Free vs. Costly). Particularly for disagree-
ment trials, we find a larger average influence of ad-
vice as initial confidence increased. A further detail

of the results that is inconsistent with a normative
Bayesian account is that costly advice was more in-
fluential than free advice, despite carrying equivalent
informational value (because it always came from the
same source of fixed reliability).

To analyze these results, we ran a mixed-effects linear
regression on final confidence with predictors or ini-
tial confidence, consensus (agree vs. disagree) and condition (free vs. costly). Numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of data points plotted.

Figure 4: Post-advice confidence as a function of pre-
advice confidence, divided by consensus (agree vs.
disagree) and condition (free vs. costly). Numbers in parenthesis indicate the number of data points plotted.
In agreement trials, greater confidence increases took place after low initial confidence judgments and smaller confidence increases took place after high initial confidence judgments, as expected by normative Bayesian models (Supplementary Methods 1.1, Figure S6). Notice however the possible ceiling effect – at highest levels of confidence, it is not possible to increase confidence any further. In disagreement on the contrary, larger confidence decreases were observed when participants started with higher levels of confidence than when they started with lower levels of confidence. This result is at odds with the Bayesian prediction that larger updates should be observed when initial confidence (i.e., p(correct)) is low. Instead, most of the datapoints seem to fall within three distinct responses to receiving disagreeing advice [Soll and Larrick 2009]: ignoring it completely (in Figure 4, points on the line y = x), keeping with the initial decision but with slightly reduced confidence, or a change of mind that is associated with minimal confidence in the final decision (points close to the line y = 0 in Figure 4). This latter response explains the apparent larger impact of disagreeing advice at higher levels of initial confidence: As initial confidence increases, a larger shift on the response scale is needed to register a change of mind (with an approximately fixed, low level of confidence).

Once again we observed marked individual differences in how people treated advice, which were manifest here in terms of the relative prevalence of these categorically different responses to disagreement (see Supplemental Figure S3): Some participants always ignored the advice, some always showed graded changes in confidence but rarely changed their mind, and others frequently changed their minds but with minimal confidence in their final decision. Most participants showed a mix of these responses. None showed a clear Bayesian-like pattern whereby disagreeing advice had its largest impact when initial confidence was low.

The average correlation coefficient across participants between the empirical confidence change observed and the confidence change predicted by a Bayesian confidence update model was significantly larger in costly advice (M = 0.75, SD = 0.13) than free advice (M = 0.53, SD = 0.18) (t(22) = 6.529, p < 0.001, d = 1.414), likely due to the larger number of advice refusals observed in high confidence costly trials. Thus, even controlling for initial confidence, participants seemed to use advice more when they paid for it. This effect could be interpreted as a form of sunk cost fallacy. However, it actually made people more rational because advisors were by design more accurate on average than participants and participants tended to under-use free advice Yaniv and Kleinberger 2000.

![Figure 5: Confidence change as a function of initial confidence quantile, divided by condition and difficulty. Some participants displayed empty cells, which were thus not included in the averages plotted here. For single data points trends (not averaged), please refer to the mixed effects analysis (Tables 1 and S1) which is less affected by the problem of missing cells.](image-url)
Reciprocity. Past research shows that prior agreement with an advisor affects social influence of the advice beyond accuracy [Pescetelli and Yeung, 2021] and advisors who are more susceptible to advice themselves are also more influential [Mahmoodi et al., 2015]. Furthermore, people show a strong equality bias, namely they tend to weigh each other’s opinions equally regardless of differences in their reliability, notwithstanding explicit performance feedback and monetary incentives [Mahmoodi et al., 2015]. We thus tested whether influence was predicted by reciprocity, defined as whether the advisor agreed or disagreed with the participant in the previous trial. We tested whether agreement in the previous trial (t) temporarily increased the advisor’s influence on the following trial (t0). We ran a linear regression on influence and included fixed effects for initial confidence and agreement in the current trial (t) and prior trial agreement (t−1). We manipulated task difficulty and the cost of advice, and recorded participants’ trial-wise confidence in their initial decisions, as three potentially critical determinants of advice seeking and advice use. Of interest was how participants’ advice-seeking behaviour related to their subjectively-rated confidence, and conversely how their decisions and confidence were impacted by the advice provided.

We found that, when offered the choice to pay for advice, participants used this opportunity coherently with their initially expressed confidence, asking for advice more often when unsure than when sure [Gibbons et al., 2003, See et al., 2011, Test et al., 2012]. The probability of asking for advice was not predicted by task difficulty, over and above this effect of initial confidence. Thus, what mattered for advice seeking was the perceived difficulty of trial, represented by a confidence judgment, rather than objective difficulty.

Discussion

Situations in which advice is freely provided or actively sought are common in our daily life, yet much remains unknown regarding the mechanisms governing how people search for and integrate new information from social others. In the current experiment, participants performed a series of binary-choice perceptual decisions. We systematically manipulated task difficulty and the cost of advice, and recorded participants’ trial-wise confidence in their initial decisions, as three potentially critical determinants of advice seeking and advice use. Of interest was how participants’ advice-seeking behaviour related to their subjectively-rated confidence, and conversely how their decisions and confidence were impacted by the advice provided.

We found that, when offered the choice to pay for advice, participants used this opportunity coherently with their initially expressed confidence, asking for advice more often when unsure than when sure [Gibbons et al., 2003, See et al., 2011, Test et al., 2012]. The probability of asking for advice was not predicted by task difficulty, over and above this effect of initial confidence. Thus, what mattered for advice seeking was the perceived difficulty of trial, represented by a confidence judgment, rather than objective difficulty.
culty. Although objective difficulty is known to affect performance and should therefore affect advice seeking, trial-by-trial fluctuations in sensory or internal noise, attention and other contingent factors might have lessened the effect of trial difficulty. Variability in confidence reports on the contrary, precisely reflect these sources of variability and correspondingly emerge as a stronger predictor of advice seeking. Other factors, such as reciprocity, did not affect advice seeking even though they had a small effect on advice influence.

Notwithstanding this consistent relationship between confidence and advice-seeking, we observed striking variation across participants in their advice-seeking behavior. One dimension of variation was in the simple likelihood of asking for advice, which ranged widely from 1% to over 75% across participants. Advice in our task was helpful by design. Correspondingly, participants who asked for advice more often also showed greater final task accuracy. Nevertheless, even when provided with the opportunity to learn the reliability of their advisors, because objective feedback was provided, participants relied on the advice to different extents. This variation was not due to differences in performance (e.g., some participants needed the advice less than others) because task performance and the quality of advice were both carefully controlled. We have observed similarly high variability in information-seeking behavior in other contexts, in which participants could seek an external hint rather than advice ostensibly from another person [Desender et al., 2018, 2019], suggesting that the variation is not a purely social-learning phenomenon. The state and trait factors that determine these variations in advice seeking are an important issue for future research, and likely reflect a range of factors including sensitivity to costs and payoffs of advice as well as social factors such as agreement and reciprocity [El Zein et al., 2019, Mahmoodi et al., 2015 (Supplementary Methods 1.3 and Table S3)]. Our findings identify one notable source of this variability, in terms of the correlation we observed such that participants who chose advice more often (in Costly Advice blocks) were also more influenced by the advice they received (in Free Advice blocks). One interpretation of this correlation is that participants seek advice to the extent that they expect it could materially affect their decisions. In the Supplementary Material, we outline a simple computational model that incorporates likely costs and benefits into decisions whether or not to seek advice.

A second key dimension of variability across participants was in terms of the consistency of their advice requests and declines. Advice-seeking consistency as a function of confidence (or $A_{conf}$) strongly correlated with an established measure of confidence calibration, $A_{conf}$. Conceptually, this finding provides further evidence that advice seeking depends on subjective confidence and, more broadly, that metacognitive processes play a critical role in regulating social learning and decision making [Bang et al., 2017, Bahrani et al., 2010, Pesceilli and Yeung, 2021, Bonaccio and Dalal, 2006]. Moreover, it indicates that individual differences in confidence reports do not solely reflect idiosyncrasies in how people communicate their internal states [Navajas et al., 2017], but that these individual differences at least partly reflect meaningful variation in the internal states that govern decision-making strategies such as information seeking. In this way, methodologically, our findings support the assumption that advice-seeking behaviour can provide a valid external measure of metacognitive ability in participants who are unable to provide explicit verbal reports, such as animals and pre-verbal infants [Goupil et al., 2016, Kornell et al., 2007]. However, our results also suggest limitations in the validity of behavioral proxies for confidence: Even within our small sample of participants, all performing the task to the same overall level of accuracy, some individuals' advice-seeking was an almost perfectly consistent readout of their confidence, whereas for others the relationship was indistinguishable from chance.

Participants' use of advice in our paradigm replicated previous findings that people egocentrically discount advice [Yaniv and Kleinberger, 2000, Yaniv and Milyavsky, 2007, Liberman et al., 2012, Ross and Ward, 1995] and place greater weight on costly advice than advice that is freely provided [Gino, 2008]. Beyond this, we found that use of advice to update beliefs and decisions showed similar dependence on confidence and individual differences as did advice seeking. Confidence, but not task difficulty, was a significant predictor of advice use such that, once again, subjective estimations of uncertainty were a more reliable predictor of behaviour than objective task measures. This dependence on confidence was evident both in terms of overt changes of mind from pre- to post-advice, as well as in more subtle adjustments in confidence. In this regard, our findings replicate previous observations that people rely more on advice when they are initially unsure [Sniezek and Van Swol, 2005, Sniezek and Van Swol, 2001, Fost et al., 2012, See et al., 2011, Park et al., 2017, Fleming et al., 2018]. This pattern is consistent with a Bayesian interpretation of belief updating, which takes into ac-
count the relative reliability of one's initial opinion and the received advice [Park et al., 2017; De Martino et al., 2017]. However, patterns of graded change in confidence following advice deviated from what normative accounts would predict based on a probabilistic interpretation of confidence as a subjective estimate of \( p(\text{correct}) \) that can be updated following advice [Maniscalco et al., 2021]. Graded changes in confidence were also affected by task irrelevant factors such as reciprocity [Mahmoodi et al., 2018].

A Bayesian observer who treated confidence as mono-tonically related to their \( p(\text{correct}) \), and similarly treated advice as an imperfect guide to the correct answer, would be more influenced by advice when low in confidence in their initial response [Bahrami et al., 2010; Park et al., 2017]. This pattern was somewhat evident in the case of agreeing advice, although here it might be an artifact of ceiling effects in the confidence scale. In disagreement trials, on the contrary, participants showed evidence of being more influenced by advice the more confident they initially were, exhibiting larger average decreases in confidence as their initial confidence increased. In principle, a more complex Bayesian observer could demonstrate such a pattern if they did not treat advice as having a fixed reliability across all trials, but rather attributed the same level of confidence they have on a given trial to the advisors as well. That is, when participants found the trial impossible and guessed their answer, they could treat advice as similarly unreliable; when they felt there was useful evidence in the stimulus, advice might correspondingly be treated as more valid. This attribution error makes sense in a world in which individuals share similar perceptual cognitive systems and biases (e.g., where a difficult task is considered difficult by everybody). In this case, the influence of advice would, paradoxically, tend to increase with a participants’ own initial confidence.

However, this more complex Bayesian inference model still does not capture the full pattern of results evident in our confidence-change plots (Figure 5), which exhibit categorically distinct responses to disagreement across trials and across participants and, hence, are not readily captured by any single computation. Instead, our participants’ responses to disagreement indicate a mix of strategies, a conclusion that concurs with previous findings from estimation tasks [Soll and Larrick, 2009], where participants have been found to adopt distinct strategies of choosing (i.e., choosing either their initial estimate or the advisors’) vs. averaging the two opinions. In our data, we likewise observed distinct tendencies to ignore advice completely on some trials vs. making use of it. When using advice, participants again showed a mixture of strategies: keeping with their initial decision but with reduced confidence vs. changing their mind in line with the advice, in which case they typically expressed minimal confidence in the final decision irrespective of their own initial confidence. The prevalence of each response varied substantially across participants. As noted above, the tendency to use advice when it was provided correlated strongly with participants’ choices to seek advice when it was offered, suggesting widely differing perceptions of the value of advice, the value of updating beliefs and decisions, or both. The source of these individual differences—which, as noted above, are apparent despite our careful matching of decision accuracy and advice quality across participants—represents a potentially fruitful avenue for future research. We speculate that patterns of advice use are characteristic to individuals in the same way as are subjective confidence reports [Ais et al., 2016], and might reflect multiple aspects of an individual decision maker (e.g., their sensitivity to time, effort, risk and regret) and their social situation (e.g., their sensitivity to agreement and reciprocity), which would have interesting implications both theoretically and practically.

**Conclusions**

Integrating information coming from social others is essential to our daily life. People often receive advice and ask for it, particularly when they lack competencies, information or the ability to look for relevant evidence. The present work provides a systematic investigation of advice seeking and advice use in a binary decision task. We find that confidence plays a critical role in the way people seek and use advice, such that their confidence ratings predict their decisions to seek vs. decline advice, their metacognitive abilities predict the efficiency with they seek advice, and their advice-seeking behaviour is a reasonably reliable proxy for subjective confidence. Conversely, confidence ratings reveal key features of how people use advice to inform their decisions, which are better characterised as a mixture of heuristic strategies rather than Bayesian belief updating. Altogether our findings are consistent with the idea that people represent the certainty of their beliefs and decisions to guide adaptive information seeking, but nevertheless show a high degree of variability in their strategies for doing so and for updating their decisions and beliefs on the basis of the information uncovered.
Replicability

Data and code to reproduce analyses, tables, and figures can be found via Open Science Framework: osf.io/z8vay.
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1 Supplementary Methods

1.1 Optimal advice use: a Bayesian observer

In probabilistic terms, confidence judgments are conceived as a subjective estimation of the probability of being correct, given a certain decision \( d \) [Aitchison et al., 2015; Meyniel et al., 2015; Pouget et al., 2016] (although see [Maniscalco et al., 2021]). We thus modelled a Bayesian observer who uses the confidence reported by participants and the history of previous advisor’s outcomes (correct vs. incorrect) to optimally update confidence according to Bayes’ theorem. This modelling analysis is concerned with how advice is used—to evaluate whether people approximate Bayesian belief updating—and does not consider the costs and benefits associated with choosing vs. waiving advice. Subjective initial confidence judgments \( C_{\text{pre}} \) were transformed into 50 quantiles \( \hat{C}_{\text{pre}} \) to normalise participants’ confidence distributions and then transformed into a probability judgment using a linear mapping function: \( p(\text{Corr}) = 0.5 + 0.01(\hat{C}_{\text{pre}}) \). The function linearly transforms confidence judgments into a probability scale, with the minimum confidence judgment corresponding to 50% and the maximum confidence judgment corresponding to 1. A likelihood term was computed as \( p(\text{Adv}|\text{Corr}) = \hat{\text{Acc}}^A (1 - \hat{\text{Acc}})^D \), where \( \text{Adv} \) is the advice received on a given trial (advisor’s agreement vs. disagreement), \( \hat{\text{Acc}} \) is the cumulative accuracy of the advisor, \( A \) is indicator variable equals to 1 in agreement trials and 0 in disagreement trials, and \( D = 1 - A \). In other words \( p(\text{Adv}|\text{Corr}) \) assumes the value of the advisor’s current accuracy rate on agreement trials and the advisor’s current error rate on disagreement trials, capturing the idea that, when the participant is correct, agreement can happen only if the advisor too is correct and disagreement can happen only if the advisor makes a mistake. Posterior probability of being correct was calculated using the standard Bayes’ formula:

\[
p(\text{Corr}|\text{Adv}) = \frac{p(\text{Corr})p(\text{Adv}|\text{Corr})}{p(\text{Corr})p(\text{Adv}|\text{Corr}) + p(\text{Err})p(\text{Adv}|\text{Err})}
\] (S1)

The posterior probability so obtained was transformed into a confidence scale using the inverse transformation applied to initial confidence judgments. Figure S6 shows the average confidence change that such Bayesian observer would have reported, given the sequence of trials experienced by our participants. It can be seen that greater confidence updates are experienced when initial confidence is in lower quintiles, compared to larger confidence values.

1.2 Expected value of asking for advice

The Bayesian model above was concerned with how advice is used—to evaluate whether people approximate Bayesian belief updating—and did not consider the costs and benefits associated with choosing vs. waiving advice. Experimentally, we included a cost of advice to encourage participants to ask for advice strategically rather than on all trials. However, this cost could (and indeed in our data, does) influence how participants seek and use advice. We here show how a Bayesian approach can be extended to consider the costs and benefits of advice.

Specifically, we computed the expected value (EV) difference between asking for vs. waiving advice. The expected value was calculated from the outcomes associated with being correct (+5) or incorrect (-5) and the cost of requesting advice (-1), weighted by the subjective probability of each outcome. Crucially, when
waiving advice, the model uses its prior probability (i.e., from its initial confidence). In contrast, when requesting advice, the model uses the expected posterior probability.

\[ EV_{\text{diff}} = EV_{\text{ask}} - EV_{\text{waive}} \] (S2)

\[ EV_{\text{ask}} = [(-6) \times (1 - \text{post}(|\text{Corr}|))] + [(+4) \times \text{post}(|\text{Corr}|)] \] (S3)

\[ EV_{\text{waive}} = [(-5) \times (1 - \text{prior}(|\text{Corr}|))] + [(+5) \times \text{prior}(|\text{Corr}|)] \] (S4)

The model estimates the posterior probability from the expected posterior confidence in case of future agreement vs. in case of future disagreement, weighted by the observed past agreement rate.

\[ \text{post}(|\text{Corr}|) = \text{post}(|\text{Corr}|_{\text{agree}}) \times E[\text{agree}] + \text{post}(|\text{Corr}|_{\text{disagree}}) \times (1 - E[\text{agree}]) \] (S5)

where the posterior probability of being correct in case of agreement vs. disagreement with the advisor were computed from Bayes theorem:

\[ \text{post}(|\text{Corr}|_{\text{agree}}) = \frac{\text{prior}(|\text{Corr}|) \times E[\text{AdvAcc}]}{\text{prior}(|\text{Corr}|) \times E[\text{AdvAcc}] + (1 - \text{prior}(|\text{Corr}|)) \times (1 - E[\text{AdvAcc}])} \] (S6)

\[ \text{post}(|\text{Corr}|_{\text{disagree}}) = \frac{\text{prior}(|\text{Corr}|) \times (1 - E[\text{AdvAcc}])}{\text{prior}(|\text{Corr}|) \times (1 - E[\text{AdvAcc}]) + (1 - \text{prior}(|\text{Corr}|)) \times E[\text{AdvAcc}]} \] (S7)

We entered the expected value difference in the following binomial regression model as the only predictor on the binary dependent variable ask, representing whether on a given trial, the participant had asked for or waived advice (Table S2). We found a strong positive association of expected value difference, suggesting that the greater the expected value of asking for advice the more likely it was that participants requested advice. Furthermore, we find a positive correlation between individual differences in advice seeking (\( A_{\text{ask}} \) in the main text) and the above regression model parameters (random intercepts \( r(22) = .54, p = .006 \) and random slopes \( r(22) = .59, p = .002 \) fitted to each participant).

Notice that any correlation between this model parameters and individual differences (such as \( A_{\text{ask}} \)) cannot be attributed to cost as this was not manipulated within Costly advice blocks. We report this analysis here for completeness. However, because we did not manipulate cost, we cannot test the model fit or evaluate the degree to which participants incorporated advice costs into their information seeking behaviour in a rational manner. Nevertheless, we think this extended model usefully shows how the Bayesian modelling framework can be used to consider this aspect of peoples use of advice which is likely to be important in the real-world.

Going beyond this effect of cost on advice seeking, we could in principle have also extended the confidence update model to include effects of cost on advice use (which we observed empirically, with costly advice having greater influence even after controlling for participants initial confidence–see Figure 5). As indicated in the Discussion in the main text, the addition of such free parameter in the calculation of the Expected Value of seeking vs. waiving advice could capture some of the individual differences in advice use reported in the main text. However, our aim with the belief update part of the model was to compare participants behaviour with a rational model, which would not take cost into account, given that costly and free advice came from the same source.
Figure S1: Individual confidence distributions of each participant, recorded in relation to participants’ initial decisions.
Figure S2: Scatter plot of the relation between post-advice confidence over initial confidence judgments for each participant tested, divided by consensus (agree vs disagree). The plots are sorted according to the average influence of advice on participant’s belief, calculated as the difference between average confidence shift in agreement and average confidence shift in disagreement ($I = \delta_{\text{agree}} - \delta_{\text{disagree}}$), with top rows representing participants with the greatest average confidence change and bottom rows representing participants with the smallest average confidence change. Participants showing large average advice influence are displayed in the upper plots and the participants showing the smallest effects of advice in the lower plots.
Figure S3: Confidence change observed for each participant as a function of initial confidence quintile, and divided for agreement and disagreement, condition and trial difficulty. Several participants show the unexpected pattern of larger confidence decreases following disagreement with the advisor.
Figure S4: ROC curves used to calculate participants’ $A_{ask}$ measure for advice seeking in costly blocks. The ROC curve is calculated for the probability of asking for vs. refusing advice, for each of the 50 levels of initial confidence. It is observed that great inter-individual differences exist in the consistency with which participants request vs. waive advice as a function of their initial confidence (range: [0.41, 0.96]).
Figure S5: ROC curves used to calculate participants’ Az measure for accuracy in all trials. Inter-individual differences are observed in the calibration of participants’ confidence (range: [0.54, 0.69]).
Figure S6: Confidence change pattern over initial confidence quintile, to be expected by a Bayesian observer update confidence based on a linear confidence-probability scaling.
### 3 Supplementary Tables

Table 1: Full table of the linear mixed-effect model reported in the main text. Final confidence is modeled as a function of agreement (baseline: disagree), difficulty *diff* (baseline: easy), advice cost (baseline: free), initial confidence *confinit*, and whether the participant requested advice *asked* (baseline: advice waived).

Full model: $\text{conf}_{\text{final}} \sim \text{conf}_{\text{init}} \times \text{agree} \times \text{cost} \times \text{diff} \times \text{asked} + (1|\text{subjectID})$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t(df=5960)</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-1.2388</td>
<td>0.5355</td>
<td>-7.9155</td>
<td>2.9149e-15</td>
<td>(-5.2885, -3.189)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confinit</td>
<td>0.7283</td>
<td>0.02425</td>
<td>30.055</td>
<td>3.0231e-185</td>
<td>(0.68227, 0.77739)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agree</td>
<td>7.7867</td>
<td>0.53933</td>
<td>14.438</td>
<td>1.8091e-46</td>
<td>(6.7294, 8.844)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost</td>
<td>-0.98748</td>
<td>0.91297</td>
<td>1.0816</td>
<td>0.27947</td>
<td>(-2.7772, 0.77728)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diff</td>
<td>-0.012432</td>
<td>0.58563</td>
<td>-0.021228</td>
<td>0.98306</td>
<td>(-1.1605, 1.1356)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asked</td>
<td>4.0729</td>
<td>6.4601</td>
<td>0.63047</td>
<td>0.52841</td>
<td>(-8.5912, 16.737)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confinit:agree</td>
<td>0.21546</td>
<td>0.027858</td>
<td>7.7342</td>
<td>1.2135e-14</td>
<td>(0.16085, 0.27008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confinit:cost</td>
<td>-0.28119</td>
<td>0.06158</td>
<td>-4.5977</td>
<td>4.3595e-06</td>
<td>(-0.40108, -0.1613)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agree:cost</td>
<td>0.01273</td>
<td>0.031642</td>
<td>0.4023</td>
<td>0.68748</td>
<td>(-0.0493, 0.07476)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agree:diff</td>
<td>0.21516</td>
<td>0.74123</td>
<td>-0.29027</td>
<td>0.77162</td>
<td>(-1.6682, 1.2379)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost:diff</td>
<td>0.83929</td>
<td>1.2699</td>
<td>-0.66089</td>
<td>0.50871</td>
<td>(-3.3288, 1.6503)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confinit:asked</td>
<td>0.11483</td>
<td>0.038171</td>
<td>-2.9979</td>
<td>0.76435</td>
<td>(-0.086272, 0.06338)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confinit:cost:diff</td>
<td>0.027971</td>
<td>0.09487</td>
<td>0.29541</td>
<td>0.76769</td>
<td>(-0.15765, 0.21359)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agree:cost:diff</td>
<td>1.10056</td>
<td>1.6711</td>
<td>0.66163</td>
<td>0.50823</td>
<td>(-2.1703, 4.3816)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confinit:agree:asked</td>
<td>0.71448</td>
<td>0.56898</td>
<td>1.2557</td>
<td>0.20926</td>
<td>(-0.40092, 1.8299)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confinit:cost:asked</td>
<td>0.7798</td>
<td>0.53018</td>
<td>1.4708</td>
<td>0.14139</td>
<td>(-0.25954, 1.8191)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agree:cost:asked</td>
<td>2.25516</td>
<td>8.5133</td>
<td>0.2432</td>
<td>0.80786</td>
<td>(-18.087, 23.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confinit:diff:asked</td>
<td>1.2403</td>
<td>0.57603</td>
<td>2.1531</td>
<td>0.031349</td>
<td>(0.11104, 2.3695)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agree:diff:asked</td>
<td>5.6149</td>
<td>13.569</td>
<td>0.4138</td>
<td>0.67904</td>
<td>(-20.985, 32.215)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost:diff:asked</td>
<td>11.462</td>
<td>8.5295</td>
<td>1.3438</td>
<td>0.17955</td>
<td>(-5.2586, 28.183)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confinit:agree:cost:diff</td>
<td>0.025014</td>
<td>0.1238</td>
<td>0.20204</td>
<td>0.83189</td>
<td>(-0.21769, 0.26772)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confinit:agree:cost:asked</td>
<td>-0.54478</td>
<td>0.58315</td>
<td>-0.93421</td>
<td>0.35024</td>
<td>(-1.688, 0.5984)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confinit:agree:diff:asked</td>
<td>-1.1504</td>
<td>0.9373</td>
<td>-1.2273</td>
<td>0.21975</td>
<td>(-2.9878, 0.68707)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confinit:cost:diff:asked</td>
<td>-1.5145</td>
<td>0.59578</td>
<td>-2.5421</td>
<td>0.011045</td>
<td>(-2.6825, -0.34565)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agree:cost:diff:asked</td>
<td>-7.2052</td>
<td>13.796</td>
<td>-0.52227</td>
<td>0.6015</td>
<td>(-34.25, 19.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confinit:agree:cost:diff:asked</td>
<td>1.2773</td>
<td>0.95625</td>
<td>1.3357</td>
<td>0.18169</td>
<td>(-5.9729, 3.1519)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>t(df=5960)</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>1.131(11512)</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>(-0.074 - 0.276)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVdiff'</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>4.912(11512)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>(0.194 - 0.452)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The model above shows a positive effect of expected value difference on the probability of asking for advice. Formula: \( \text{ask} \sim 1 + EVdiff + (1 + EVdiff|s) \). Expected value takes into account the cost of advice against the expected rewards after requesting the advice (Equations S2-7).
Table 3: We model social influence (i.e., change in confidence after social interaction) as a function of past and current agreement with the advisor (reference: disagree). Formula: $influence \sim agree_{t-1} \times agree_{t0} \times conf_{init} + (1|subject)$. Including past agreement as a predictor to model influence is a good measure of reciprocity, namely the degree to which participants listened to advisors who agreed with them in previous trials [Pescetelli and Yeung 2021, Mahmoodi et al. 2015, 2018]. We compared this regression model with a more complex one including a predictor for accuracy. We found no main effect of accuracy and no interaction of accuracy with any other predictor. The model including accuracy was not superior to the model reported in this table ($\chi^2 = 12.39, \delta(d.f.) = 8, p = .13$).